CTP MANUFACTURING OFFERS REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR
ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS!

- EVAPCO
- BAC
- MARLEY (SPX)
- TOWER TECH
- DELTA
- IMECO/FRICK
- RECOLD
- PROTEC
- AMCOT
- REYMSA
- RSD
- CERAMIC
- CCS
- MCQUAY
- US COOLING TOWER
- YORK

- COUNTER FLOW
- CROSS FLOW
- STEEL
- FRP
- WOOD
- CONCRETE

- PACKAGED
- FIELD ERECT

- FLUID COOLERS
- EVAPORATIVE CONDENSERS

- HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS
  - PVC FILM FILL
  - SPLASH FILL
  - FILL SUPPORTS
  - WIRE HANGERS
  - ACCU-GRID

- DRIFT ELIMINATORS
  - EL-100 RIGID ELIMINATORS
  - CDX 80 & 150
  - CFX 80 & 150
  - DE 80, 97 & 120

- AIR INLET LOUVERS
  - CL-146 (2 ½" DEPTH)
  - CL-143 (3 ½" DEPTH)
  - PVC LOUVERS

- DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
  - PVC HEADER / LATERAL SYSTEMS
  - SPRAY NOZZLES & GROMMETS

- MECHANICAL COMPONENTS
  - FAN SHAFT KITS
  - MOTORS (COOLING TOWER DUTY)
  - SHEAVES (CAST IRON & ALUMINUM)
  - BUSHINGS
  - BEARINGS
  - BELTS (POWERBAND & SINGLES)
  - FANS (STANDARD, LOW, SUPER LOW NOISE)
  - CENTRIFUGAL WHEELS (GALVANIZED & EPOXY)
  - DRIVE SHAFTS (STAINLESS & COMPOSITE)
  - GEAR BOXES (SINGLE AND DOUBLE REDUCTION)
  - VIBRATION SWITCHES (MECHANICAL & ELECTRONIC)

- WATER LEVEL CONTROLS
  - MECHANICAL FLOATS
  - ELECTRONIC WATER LEVEL CONTROLS
  - EXTERNAL FLOAT ASSEMBLIES (EZ FLOATS)

- BASIN HEATERS
- FAN STACKS (FRP)
- HARDWARE
- COATINGS & SEALANTS
- PUMPS
- CCA LUMBER
- CASING PANELS / CORNER ROLL / SEALER STRIP

NATIONWIDE SHIPPING AVAILABLE
MANY MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE,
CALL TODAY! 1-800-875-7996